


We all recognize the need for equality in the sales space, and I have always been keen to
promote the cause for women in sales. However, I am also aware that there is a danger that
we could very easily discriminate against men by over-promoting the female case. 

The answer is quite simple – we will run two contests, side by side.

There will be a number of industry categories, as well as management and director level
sections, and it will all take place online. We will launch in March, with the finals in June.

Our thinking at the moment is that we will ask nominees to send us a five minute video of
themselves, telling us why they should be considered for a place in this year’s final.
Obviously, we will provide them with a comprehensive set of guidelines describing the
skills, traits and characteristics that we are looking for.

The judging panels will then view all of the videos and create a short list of 12 finalists for
each category. 

Next, we will invite all of those finalists to a live online ten-minute interview via our video
conferencing platform. These will be recorded, and the judging panels will decide the gold /
silver / bronze medalists in each section.

We want to involve the whole of the sales space in the contest, so we will post the final
three online and allow public voting for two weeks – in much the same way we do for the
Top Sales Awards.

Finally, based on the results from both the voting and the judges’ opinions, we will arrive at
a point where we have the medalists and an overall Top Sales Woman and Top Salesman of
the Year.

The schedule we think we will be working with (this will be finalized by January 4th) can be
found on the next page.
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� February 4th: Contest announced via Top Sales World, Top Sales Magazine, LinkedIn, etc.
� February 11th: Nominations invited
� April 8th: Nominations close
� April 8th – April 22nd: First round of judging takes place and 12 finalists selected in

each category
� April 23rd: Finalists informed
� April 29th – May 13th: Finalists interviews take place
� May 14th: Final three in each category announced and public voting polls open
� June 11th: Public voting polls close
� June 18th: Category and overall winners announced

Judging Panels
The two judging panels will be selected from the TSW Contributing Team -
http://topsalesworld.com/2013-contributing-team/ plus we will invite a number of our
sponsors to also be involved.

Funding/Sponsorship
We anticipate having one Principal Sponsor and a number of Gold/Silver Sponsors.

Also, to help us cover the costs of this significant initiative, we will ask each of the nominees
to pay $100, with a further $150 if they make it through to the finals.

Summary
We are very hopeful that this contest will emulate the success enjoyed by the annual Top
Sales Awards and become a regular fixture in the sales space calendar.
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